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spyn: 
Communication in motion 
 

Agility is increasingly becoming a key concept for companies. Only those who work (together) 
in an agile manner can adapt quickly and react to changes and unforeseen developments at 
short notice. The space available can also contribute greatly to agility by allowing different 
work and communication situations to be changed rapidly. The spyn mobile folding table 
range is the ideal companion for making spatial changes very easily and flexibly. 
 
Workshops, training sessions, meetings, project work - the demands placed on the space available 
for teams and for collaboration are diverse. With spyn, Wiesner-Hager has developed a mobile 
folding table system that caters to the mostly very limited space available in offices thanks to its 
flexible range of applications. With this mobile folding table, changing configurations quickly to suit 
the particular application intended becomes child's play. Tables that are not needed can simply be 
swivelled and parked in a row to save space. 
 
spyn is also offered as a mobile standing table. Shorter meetings in particular are often held while 
standing in order to infuse added agility into project groups and teams. This facilitates interaction 
with visualisation media and multimedia technology. It also promotes free thinking, creative 
brainstorming and a change of perspective. With the standing table, too, the patented swivel 
mechanism of the table top quickly creates space when the tables are no longer needed. 
 
The characteristic inverted Y-frame accentuates the reduced design language of spyn. This 
guarantees a serene overall appearance, even with larger table configurations. In addition, optional 
quick linking elements ensure that the tables can be safely arranged at the same height in a variety of 
formats. 
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For further information please contact: 

Wiesner-Hager Möbel GmbH 

Linzer Straße 22; AT-4950 Altheim  

Contact person: Franz Gurtner 

tel: +43 (7723) 460-152 | mobile: +43-(0)664-5311961 

email: f.gurtner@wiesner-hager.com  
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